


















































































































































































































































































PartiesTota1MaleFemale　w n・狽奄? Thir．狽奄? For・狽奄? FiftiesOver　Sixties
Lib．　Democrat40 41 38 28 34 44 49 56
Socialists20 22 19 19 25 22 19 12
Communists5 6 5 8 6 4 4 2
Komito 5 4 6 6 4 5 4 6
Dem・Soc． 5 6 4 5 6 6 4 4
Minor　Parties1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
Independents21 19 23 3022 17 15 15




Katayama Nov．、1947 25 54
Ashida Ju1．1948 16 52
Yoshida May　1954 23 48
Hatoyama Aug．1956 29 ．　　　　　　　41
Kishi May　1960 12 58
Sato Dec．1971 24 58
Tanaka Nov．1974 12 69
Miki Nov．1975 28 34
〃　　　　　　　． Mar．1976 26 38
selves，　without　relying　too　much　on　others，　much　less　on　politicians．
　　In　conclusion，　we　are　not　yet　mature　in　living　within　a　democratic
society．　As　a　Japanese　traditional　proverb，‘‘Nagai　mono　niwa　makareyoti　
（Dol1’t　kick　bricks），　says，　not　a　few　people　is　dependent　on　the　existing
10
system，　and　a　cheerless　atmosphere　prevails　among　them．　For　them
the　word　Democracy　sounds　unimpressive　because　they　have　too　fre－
quently　been　frustrated．
　　However，　our　situation　is　neither　hopeless　nor　beyond　salvage．　First
of　all，　we　are　industrious　and　full　of　energy．　The　road　toward　realiz－
ing　Democracy　will　be　long，　but　suffering　itself　will　be　our　best　lesson．
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